Our homes are changing: with kitchens at the very heart

The kitchen is the heart of the home where we practice our creativity, make delicious food and have fun. Cooking and home design are both opportunities for you to be creative, to play, personalise and experiment.

Our kitchens are typically open plan – mixing workplace, entertainment venue and social centre. So your kitchen has to look good, because it says a lot about you, while still being functional and easy to maintain.
Whether your kitchen needs to suit apartment living, a large family residence or your gourmet masterchef skills, the choice of appliances is integral to the kitchen design, and the kitchen design tends to follow two broad approaches:

- Integrated, clean-lines, hideaway, built-in design
- Semi-professional large appliance centrepiece design

The Beko Built-in Kitchen

The Beko built-in 60cm oven range caters for all kitchen styles and functions, from large family homes to compact apartment living. The Beko top of the range 94 litres capacity is the largest European oven that fits a standard 60cm opening, and can be installed at eye-level as a wall oven, or under-bench. Side venting technology ensures even heat distribution throughout the whole of the extra-large oven cavity space. Touch control electronics and pyrolytic cleaning help to keep the oven looking like new. Oven configurations include a dual one and a half size wall oven, and a matching integrated multi-function microwave that saves on valuable bench space.

Matching refrigerators in four-door and side-by-side configurations have integrated handles and features like filtered water and ice making on the inside to keep the clean, integrated look on the outside. Integrated and slide out rangehoods keep the kitchen cabinet lines clean, and a choice of slide in or fully integrated dishwashers complement the built-in design. Gas or induction cooktops complete the kitchen in multiple configurations and sizes.
The Beko Gourmet Kitchen

The Beko 90cm cooker with a huge 130 litre oven capacity is the starting point around which to build your gourmet kitchen. Executed in heavy gauge stainless steel with solid metal handles and control knobs, the oven features twin fans to ensure even heat distribution throughout the oversized oven cavity. The gas cooktop is available with 5 or 6 burners. The cooker itself can be matched with a French-door refrigerator with the same door handle design. A canopy or slide out 90cm rangehood is the best air extraction solution.
When designing your kitchen there are 5 major appliances which need to be incorporated into the kitchen layout which will enhance the overall look and feel, and create the kitchen you've always wanted.

**REFRIGERATOR**

The most used and abused appliance in the kitchen, refrigerators run 24 hours a day 7 days a week, 365 days a year keeping food fresh and safe without fuss.

Refrigerators command a lot of kitchen real estate so they need to look good and fit correctly between cabinetry allowing clearance for air circulation and door openings.

Some refrigerators can be integrated into the kitchen cabinets for a fully integrated look.

**OVEN**

You'll need an oven big enough to cope with the family get together, impromptu dinner party, or kids birthday party; easy to clean; and the critical performance requirement is that it heats evenly and accurately throughout the oven cavity.

Tips on page 8-11
Canopy or chimney style rangehoods still make a design statement in the kitchen, but the trend is to install integrated rangehoods hidden in the cupboards. Rangehoods work best when they are properly ducted to extract air out of the kitchen area – recirculation is a poor second. Low noise levels (which can also be a function of the ducting) and downlighting on the cooking area are the other important considerations.

---

Beko kitchen appliances are designed to be your official partner of the everyday. Ovens that cook evenly, and are big enough to feed your extended family. Appliances that are easy to clean and energy efficient. But it’s not everyday that you decide to design and build your new kitchen – Beko design is stylish and timeless, so you will be proud of your kitchen... everyday!
WHICH OVEN SUITS YOUR HOME?

When choosing a new oven the size and capacity is one of the first things you should consider. Whether you're a home baker or a master chef in the making, you expect a lot from your oven. Take your joy of cooking to another level with high performance features designed to enhance your efforts and perfect your masterpieces. And the fun needn’t be spoilt by the hassle of cleaning up the mess.

You can cook everything evenly with Beko’s new side venting ovens, cook things quickly in Beko’s combi microwave and clean up easily afterwards. The revolutionary coating technology on the inner glass doors of Beko ovens resists dirt and grime, while the pyrolytic ovens turn it all to ash at the touch of a button for an easy wipe clean.

Freestanding Cooker

Freestanding cookers offer practical solutions from your everyday to gourmet dinner preparation. Boasting an extra large capacity of up to 130L (90cm), they are available with gas or vitro-ceramic cooktops, in 60cm and 90cm widths. The Beko range of freestanding cookers include the same easy cleaning technologies as built-in models including catalytic liners inside the oven and nano-coating on the inner glass door.

Built-in Single Oven

Built-in ovens are typically 60cm in width and height, and can be installed under-bench usually directly beneath the cooktop (just make sure there are adequate clearances), or at eye-level in a wall tower which is often more ergonomic. Most ovens are hardwired to the electricity supply, but the Beko BBO60S0MB can be plugged into a 10A wall socket for quick and easy installation. Beko’s large capacity ovens (either 81 litres or extra-large 94 litres) have all occasions covered, from everyday cooking, to entertaining and large families.
III Built-in Double Ovens

A double oven has to be installed in a wall tower. They offer massive capacity and the benefit of separate oven cavities to cook multiple dishes on different settings. The Beko double oven totals 122 litres of oven space with one 81 litre cavity and a second 41 litre cavity.

The smaller of the two ovens also offers more efficient everyday cooking, with eye-level grilling and an oven which heats up quicker and uses less energy for snacks or single dish dinners.

IV Built-In Microwaves

Maximise your bench space by installing a built-in microwave. They can be configured side-by-side with an underbench oven, or towered above or below a wall mounted oven. Packaged together with a built-in oven means it could be even more flexible than a double oven.
OVEN FEATURES

Having decided on the design of the kitchen, how the oven fits into that design, and the best configuration for the oven or ovens, its time to understand all of the features offered in modern electric ovens. The key features are:

- **Performance** – ovens need to heat evenly, efficiently and accurately
- **Cleaning** – ovens need to be easy to clean
- **Control** – oven controls need to be simple and understandable

### MULTI-FUNCTION OVENS

Multi-function ovens combine electric heating elements and fans to provide heating to suit the cooking style. Typically there are heating elements in the top and bottom of the oven, and around the fan at the back of the oven. There are exposed grill elements too. For example fan heating is typical for fast, even roasting; bottom elements and very high temperatures are used for pizzas (and better still with a pizza stone to cook the base evenly); top and bottom elements without a fan for traditional cake and bread baking. Straightforward electronic or manual controls help you select the heating mode that suits the dish you are preparing.

### TWIN FAN OVEN

When oven capacities start to exceed 100 litres it becomes more challenging to ensure even heating throughout the large volume of the oven cavity. Beko’s 130 litre, 90cm oven is equipped with dual fans to provide better air circulation, giving you faster preheating time from 0–180 degrees compared to single fan ovens.

### SIDE VENTING MULTI-LEVEL EVEN COOKING

Beko’s 94 litre oven is the largest 60cm built-in European oven cavity available, and to ensure even heating over such a large volume Beko has introduced side-venting technology similar to professional ovens. A matrix of vents and holes delivers circulating heated air evenly around the whole oven. Now you can cook more, more efficiently, without compromising quality and with the assurance of a perfect dish every time.

### TEXT LCD SCREEN

The Text LCD Screen offers up to 52 recipes built-in. All you need to do is place your food in the oven and select the appropriate automatic cooking program from the menu.

You can also set the desired temperature and cooking mode manually, with temperature selection from 40 to 280 degrees, and up to 15 alternative heating functions.
Cooking is a fun and creative activity – cleaning the oven is not. So Beko has developed a host of self-cleaning and easy-cleaning solutions. Don’t spend hours scrubbing the oven, these simple solutions help you save time everyday.

**PYROLYTIC CLEANING**

The self cleaning Pyrolytic function heats up to a super-hot 480°C. At this temperature, all food residue is turned to ash, with no unpleasant odours or chemical cleaning agents. After the program finishes all you need to do is to simply wipe away the ash with a damp cloth.

During the super-heating cycle the door is locked shut for safety, and 4 layers of glass on the door maintains a safe touch temperature.

**CLEAN ZONE OVEN DOOR CLEANING**

Oven doors with nano-coating technology saves the hassle of scrubbing to remove residue, as it resists dirt and grime. A quick clean with a soft cleanser and a cloth every 20 uses of the oven is all you need.

**STEAM CLEANING**

Steam your oven clean and simply wipe away the dirt. The oven heats up to 90°C and steam is injected into the oven cavity during the cleaning cycle. This softens all the remains of the food and oil in the oven so that all you need is a wipe of a cloth to clean your oven.

**EASY CLEANING CATALYTIC PANELS**

The catalytic panels mounted on the back and the sides of Beko ovens absorb cooking grease and reduce food odours.

**ANIMATED LED SCREEN**

The electronic programmer with animated screen enables the user to navigate with symbols. The screen shows the selected cooking function, as well as the recommended tray level for the best cooking results. Also cooking duration can be programmed for an immediate or delayed start. Cooking temperature can be set between 40°C and 280°C, at intervals as precise as 5°C.

**LED SCREEN**

LED Screen enables you to set the cooking time easily. With the start and delay function you can set the time for when you want your meal to be ready.
Cooktop technology has very likely come a long way since you last renovated your kitchen. Easy-clean ceramic and induction cooktops are popular options, in addition to the more traditional gas cooktop.

**Induction Cooktop**

Induction cooktops are powerful, efficient, safe and accurate. They work by creating a high frequency magnetic field that causes iron molecules in the pan to vibrate and get hot, rather than being radiated through the cooktop’s glass surface. The heat is concentrated into the pan and not wasted to the environment, hence their efficiency. The ceramic glass surface is scratch resistant, and easy to keep clean. Accurate control is maintained by sophisticated electronics. They are inherently safer because they cannot create heat when turned on unless an iron or steel implement is placed on them. Installation is straightforward for a qualified electrician to hardwire (and saves running gas pipes to the kitchen just to fit a cooktop). Note that they do not work with non-ferrous pans (eg glass, aluminium or copper).

**Gas Cooktop**

There’s something about seeing a proper flame that makes cooking with gas appealing. Gas cooktops are superior to vitroceramic for power and control. Modern gas cooktops are available in stainless steel and ceramic or toughened glass, and look great. For added creativity the gas flames can be used to roast peppers and brown tortillas, and it is always easier to stir-fry in a round-bottom wok on a gas cooktop. Obviously a gas cooktop requires gas pipes to be run to its location, and a qualified gas fitter to install it. Beko gas cooktops are suitable for both natural gas and LPG by conversion kit.

**Vitroceramic Cooktop**

Vitroceramic cooktops work by radiating and conducting heat from a coiled electric element beneath a ceramic glass surface up to the pot or pan. They are affordable electric cooktops, which are less fiddly to keep clean than a gas hob, and work on all types of pots and pans including glass, aluminium and copper. They are straightforward to install by a qualified electrician.
The final cooking appliance to consider is the rangehood. By reducing airborne grease, smoke and condensation, a rangehood will help you to maintain a cleaner kitchen. Through clean air circulation, the rangehood reduces cooking odours and smoke, improving your cooking experience.

Ⅰ Wall Mounted Canopy-style Rangehood

Wall mounted canopy-style rangehoods have declined in popularity, as they are often challenging to install and keep clean. Having said that they are powerful, especially over wider 90cm cooktops, and make a bold design statement in the kitchen.

Ⅱ Undermount Rangehood

Undermount rangehoods are integrated into the overhead cabinetry above the cooktop. They are mounted into the cabinet and are straightforward to install. Ducting the extracted air needs to be carefully considered after it has been drawn into the cabinetry. The smaller filter area can make these rangehoods less efficient.

Ⅲ Telescopic Rangehood

Telescopic rangehoods are installed into the overhead cabinetry similar to undermount rangehoods. However they have the advantage of a telescopic slide-out extension that increases the effective surface area of the filters, which slides back unobtrusively when not in use.
WHAT FRIDGE SUITS YOUR NEEDS

We all have high expectations of our fridge – whether it’s the challenge of keeping fresh food fresh, buying for a large family or saving time. Beko’s range of refrigerators have lots of smart features to help you deal with all your kitchen needs.

FRENCH AND FOUR DOOR

The most modern style refrigerator has the advantage of an extra wide fridge which is fully accessible, and a freezer section below configured with a drawer, or split into two sections each with its own door. These models require less clearance to fully open the doors in a kitchen with an island bench, and are ideal for large families and entertaining – wide platters fit easily through the French doors and onto the shelves. Four door models offer even more flexibility with multi-zone temperature control in one of the freezer compartments so it can double as a fridge or freezer with a temperature range from -24°C to +10°C.

SIDE BY SIDE

As the name implies side by side refrigerators have the freezer and fridge configured beside each other, and offer big capacity with easy access. Although declining in popularity over French door and four door models, they are still the best solution if you want plumbed through-the-door ice and water delivery. Beko side by side refrigerators require a space of up to 101cm wide.

2 DOOR TOP OR BOTTOM MOUNT

Top and Bottom Mount Refrigerators are the most common type of refrigerator and are great for new families or for small households. Freezers can be mounted in the top or the bottom section of the refrigerator. Bottom mount refrigerators, where the bottom section is the freezer, are growing in popularity as many people find it more ergonomic and accessible to have the fridge on top. Beko refrigerators come in both configurations, and a range of dimensions to suit fridge spaces from 65cm to 84cm wide.

Please refer to our Fridge Catalogue for the full specifications on our range: www.beko.com.au
WHAT DISHWASHER SUITS YOUR NEEDS

The choice of dishwasher types and design for your new kitchen can be bewildering, including fully integrated, semi-integrated, built-under and freestanding.

FULLY INTEGRATED
Dishwashers designed to blend with the rest of your kitchen cabinets. The control panel is mounted on the top edge of the door and hidden when closed. The door itself requires a panel and kick-plate to match the kitchen cabinets when it is installed, so that it just looks like another cabinet.

SEMI-INTEGRATED
Dishwashers with the control panel on the outside of the door, but the rest of the door and kick-plate area requires finishing with a panel to match the kitchen cabinets.

BUILT-UNDER
Dishwashers with the control panel on the top edge of the door, but the door is finished in stainless steel rather than a matching panel to the kitchen cabinets. However the kick-plate is left to match the kitchen.

FREESTANDING
A dishwasher which is fully finished, usually with a removable top so it can stand alone, or slide-in under the kitchen bench top.

THE BEKO DISHWASHER RANGE MAKES YOUR CHOICE SIMPLE –
Freestanding models which are the most flexible and popular or a Fully Integrated model for the fully blended look.

Please refer to our Dishwasher Catalogue for the full specifications on our range: www.beko.com.au
OVENS
For the large family kitchen where lots of cooking needs to be done. It offers a huge 94 litre oven capacity, with a bigger capacity even though its the same size as a standard oven. Up to 5 shelves can be cooked at the same time with the flexibility to place the shelves on 6 different levels. Offering the pinnacle in cooking performance, the Side Venting gives the high performance cooking that your masterpieces deserve. Every inch of the tray bakes evenly, providing even cooking on every level inside your oven. Available with Pyro or Steam cleaning options.

### BB060B2SB
Steam Assist

Steam assisted cooking is made possible by the Steamaid Cooking feature. The Steamaid cooking feature ensures that the moisture level in the food is retained. During the cooking cycle, steam is injected into the oven cavity at predetermined ideal times based on the selected automatic cooking programme.

### BB060B2PB
Pyrolytic

Pyrolytic Self-cleaning
The pyrolytic self-cleaning cycle burns stubborn stains to fine ash as your oven heats itself to 480°C, which then can be simply wiped away with a cloth. For less dirty ovens, you can use the shorter 90 minute eco-pyrolytic cycle.

### BB060B2MB
Multifunctional

Easy Clean Inner Glass Door
Constructed with a full glass panel, the interior of the door is free of bolts, making it easy to clean with a single wipe. For more extensive cleaning, the inner glass can be removed easily on all Beko built in oven models.

### Steam Assist Cooking: (BB060B2SB)
Steam Shine Cleaning
In the Steam Shine Cleaning program, steam is generated and injected into the oven cavity during the cleaning cycle. The Steam Shine program softens the remaining food & oil in the oven so all you need is a wipe of a cloth to clean your oven.

### Large Capacity:
With structural changes in the oven cavity, the usable volume has been increased to 82L Net (94L Gross) with the possibility of using 6 different shelf levels. These are the largest oven cavities in a standard oven size in their class.

### Side Venting:
As a proud cook, it’s easy to impress when you’ve got Beko Side Venting technology on your side. Uniform hot air circulation cooks your best efforts to perfection.

### Easy Cleaning: (BB060B2SB)
Steam Shine Cleaning

### Easy Cleaning: (BB060B2PB)
Pyrolytic Self-cleaning

### Easy Cleaning: (BB060B2MB)
Easy Clean Inner Glass Door

Full specifications for all built-in ovens on page 21-23
BFC916GMX

90CM STAINLESS STEEL DUAL FUEL FREESTANDING MULTIFUNCTION COOKER

Make every day in the kitchen ‘Gourmet’ with a new Beko 90cm cooker. With a huge 130 litre oven capacity, this is the starting point around which to build your gourmet kitchen. Executed in heavy gauge stainless steel with proper metal handles and control knobs it will last a lifetime. The oven features twin fan technology to ensure even heat distribution throughout the oversized oven cavity.

Twin Fan Cooking:
The new TwinFan technology, enables you to cook large portions up to 130L (gross) in no time. By spreading heat evenly throughout the oven, the dual fans provide better air circulation, giving you faster preheating and cooking time from 0 – 180 degrees compared to single fan ovens.

Extra Large Capacity:
When it comes to capacity, bigger is definitely better. Despite its standard dimensions, Beko ovens have the most spacious interiors in its class. It’s convenient for large families, or anybody who wants to get the most out of their oven.

Catalytic Panels for Easy Cleaning:
The catalytic panel mounted on the back & side walls of the oven cavity absorbs grease and reduces odours during cooking, making it easier to clean the oven without the need for heavy-duty cleansers. To make cleaning of the cooker interior easier, the side racks can be simply detached without the need for a special tool.

Make every day in the kitchen ‘Gourmet’ with a new Beko 90cm cooker. With a huge 130 litre oven capacity, this is the starting point around which to build your gourmet kitchen. Executed in heavy gauge stainless steel with proper metal handles and control knobs it will last a lifetime. The oven features twin fan technology to ensure even heat distribution throughout the oversized oven cavity.

BFC60GMX

60CM STAINLESS STEEL DUAL FUEL UPRIGHT COOKER

When you’re looking for a gourmet look in your kitchen, a freestanding cooker is the cornerstone appliance to achieve the look. Consisting of a cooktop and an oven combined into a single unit, it can be placed directly on the floor of a kitchen making it easier to install. The freestanding cooker gives you greater kitchen design flexibility, not needing to worry about fitting in around cabinetry. With an electric oven, you have an option of either a gas or electric cooktop.

Multidimensional Cooking:
A new generation of professional cooking technology that activates all heating elements on a multidimensional level. The upper, lower, and fan heating elements – combined with the fan – all work simultaneously to provide even heat and temperature distribution.

Large Capacity:
Despite its standard dimensions, Beko ovens have the most spacious interiors in its class. It’s convenient for large families, or anybody who wants to get the most out of their oven.

Catalytic Panels for Easy Cleaning:
The catalytic panel mounted on the back & side walls of the oven cavity absorbs grease and reduces odours during cooking, making it easier to clean the oven without the need for heavy-duty cleansers. To make cleaning of the cooker interior easier, the side racks can be simply detached without the need for a special tool.

BFC60VMX1

60CM STAINLESS STEEL VITROCERAMIC UPRIGHT COOKER

When you’re looking for a gourmet look in your kitchen, a freestanding cooker is the cornerstone appliance to achieve the look. Consisting of a cooktop and an oven combined into a single unit, it can be placed directly on the floor of a kitchen making it easier to install. The freestanding cooker gives you greater kitchen design flexibility, not needing to worry about fitting in around cabinetry. With an electric oven, you have an option of either a gas or electric cooktop.
BUILT-IN OVENS (94L)

**BB060B2MB**
94L Multifunction Built-in Oven with Side Venting Cooking

**Main Features**
- Multifunctional Oven
- Side Venting Technology
- 12 Oven Cooking Functions
- Animated LED Screen
- Soft Close, Soft Open Door
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Nano Coating Technology on Inner Glass
- Catalytic Back & Side Walls
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 2 Levels (Standard, levels 2 & 3)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 94L gross
- WxDxH Cabinet: 560 x 550 x 590
- WxDxH Under Counter: 560 x 550 x 600
- Weight: 41 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BB060B2SB**
94L Multifunction Built-in Oven with Side Venting & Steam Assisted Cooking

**Main Features**
- Multifunctional Oven
- Side Venting Technology
- Steam Assisted Cooking
- 15 Oven Cooking Functions
- Text LCD Screen
- Soft Close, Soft Open Door
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Nano Coating Technology on Inner Glass
- Steam Shine Cleaning
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 2 Levels (Standard, levels 2 & 3)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 94L gross
- WxDxH Cabinet: 560 x 550 x 590
- WxDxH Under Counter: 560 x 550 x 600
- Weight: 40.9 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BB060B2PB**
94L Multifunction Built-in Oven with Side Venting Cooking & Pyrolytic Cleaning

**Main Features**
- Multifunctional Oven
- Side Venting Technology
- 14 Oven Cooking Functions
- Animated LED Screen
- Soft Close, Soft Open Door
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 4 Layers (Cool Door)
- Nano Coating Technology on Inner Glass
- Pyrolytic Self Cleaning System
- Catalytic Odour Filter
- 6 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 2 Levels (Standard, levels 2 & 3)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 94L gross
- WxDxH Cabinet: 560 x 550 x 590
- WxDxH Under Counter: 560 x 550 x 600
- Weight: 47.9 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
**Main Features**
- Multifunctional Oven
- 7 Oven Cooking Functions
- Knob Control with Minute Minder
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Nano Coating Technology on Inner Glass
- Catalytic Back Wall
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 1 Level

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 82L gross
- WxDxH Cabinet: 560 x 550 x 590
- WxDxH Under Counter: 560 x 550 x 600
- Weight: 33.9 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**Main Features**
- Multifunctional Oven
- 8 Oven Cooking Functions
- Push in/Pop out Knob Controls with LED Screen
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Nano Coating Technology on Inner Glass
- Catalytic Back Wall
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 1 Level

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 94L gross
- WxDxH Cabinet: 560 x 550 x 590
- WxDxH Under Counter: 560 x 550 x 600
- Weight: 33.4 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**Main Features**
- Multifunctional Oven
- 8 Oven Cooking Functions
- Knob Controls with LED Screen
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 4 Layers
- Cool Door
- Pyrolytic Self Cleaning System
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 2 Levels

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 82L gross
- WxDxH Cabinet: 560 x 550 x 590
- WxDxH Under Counter: 560 x 550 x 600
- Weight: 36.1 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
### Built-in Ovens

#### BB045C3CMB
47L Combi Microwave & Multifunction Oven

**Main Features**
- Microwave Assisted Cooking
- Fan Heating with Grill
- 10 Oven Cooking Functions
- 900 Watt Microwave Power
- Defrost Function for Oven
- Text LCD Screen
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- 3 Levels Oven Side Racks

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 47L gross
- WxDxH Cabinet: 560 x 550 x 450
- WxDxH Under Counter: 560 x 550 x 460
- Weight: 44 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

#### BB060S1DB
81L + 41L Multifunction Built-in Double Oven

**Main Features**
- Double Multifunctional Ovens
- 8 (Main Oven) + 4 (Top Oven) Cooking Functions
- Mechanical Oven Control
- Knob Controls with LED Screen
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Soft Close Door
- Nano Coating Technology on Inner Glass
- Catalytic Side Walls
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 1 Level

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 82L gross + 41L gross
- WxDxH Cabinet: 560 x 550 x 880 mm
- Weight: 56 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

#### MGB25333BG
25L Built-In Microwave with Grill

**Main Features**
- Built-in Microwave with Grill
- 21 Automatic Cooking Functions
- 900 Watt Microwave Power
- 1000 Watt Grill Power
- 1450 Watt Total Power
- Knob & Touch Controls
- Auto-weight Defrost
- Digital Timer
- Max. Timer Duration – 95 Min
- Door Type Side Opening

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 25L gross
- WxDxH Built-in Cabinet: 560 x 500 x 380
- No Kit Needed for Built-in Installation
- Weight: 18.5 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
COOKERS (90CM)

**BFC916GMX**
90cm Stainless Steel Dual Fuel Freestanding Cooker

**Main Features**
- Gas Cooktop – 4 Gas + 1 Wok
- Natural Gas, LPG by Conversion Kit included
- Multifunctional Oven with Twin Fan
- 8 Oven Cooking Functions
- Mechanical Oven Control
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Catalytic Back & Side Walls
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 1 Level (Full Extension)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 130L gross
- WxHxD: 893 x 903 x 610 mm
- Weight: 102.5 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BFC918GMX**
90cm Stainless Steel Dual Fuel Freestanding Cooker

**Main Features**
- Gas Cooktop – 4 Gas + 2 Wok
- Natural Gas, LPG by Conversion Kit included
- Multifunctional Oven with Twin Fan
- 12 Oven Cooking Functions
- Electronic Oven Control
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Catalytic Back & Side Walls
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 2 Level (Full Extension)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 130L gross
- WxHxD: 893 x 903 x 610 mm
- Weight: 104.4 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BFC918VMX**
90cm Stainless Steel Vitroceramic Freestanding Cooker

**Main Features**
- Electric (Vitroceramic) Cooktop – 5 Vitroceramic
- Multifunctional Oven with Twin Fan
- 12 Oven Cooking Functions
- Electronic Oven Control
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Catalytic Back & Side Walls
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 2 Level (Full Extension)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 130L gross
- WxHxD: 893 x 903 x 610 mm
- Weight: 90.0 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
**COOKERS (60CM)**

**BFC60GMX**
60cm Stainless Steel Dual Fuel Freestanding Cooker

**Main Features**
- Gas Cooktop – 3 Gas + 1 Wok
- Natural Gas, LPG by Conversion Kit included
- Multifunctional Oven
- 7 Oven Cooking Functions
- Mechanical Oven Control
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 4 Layers
- Catalytic Back & Side Walls
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 1 Level (Full Extension)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 82L gross
- WxHxD: 593 x 897 x 600 mm
- Weight: 60.1 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BFC60VMX1**
60cm Stainless Steel Vitroceramic Freestanding Cooker

**Main Features**
- Electric (Vitroceramic)
- Multifunctional Oven
- 8 Oven Cooking Functions
- Mechanical Oven Control
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Catalytic Back & Side Walls
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 1 Level (Full Extension)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 82L gross
- WxHxD: 593 x 897 x 600 mm
- Weight: 57 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BFC60EMW1** (NZ ONLY)
60cm White Solid Hotplate Freestanding Cooker

**Main Features**
- Electric (Solid Hotplate)
- Multifunctional Oven
- 8 Oven Cooking Functions
- Mechanical Oven Control
- Full Glass (Removable) Inner Door
- Glass Door – 3 Layers
- Catalytic Back & Side Walls
- 5 Levels Oven Side Racks
- Telescopic Pull-out Shelf System – 1 Level (Full Extension)

**Technical Features**
- Oven Capacity: 82L gross
- WxHxD: 593 x 897 x 600 mm
- Weight: 57 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
ELECTRIC COOKTOPS: INDUCTION (90CM – 60CM)

**HII94400FT**
90cm IndyFlex™ Induction Cooktop

**Main Features**
- Electric Cooktop Type – Induction
- Cooktop Width 90cm
- 4 Induction cooking zones including FlexiZone
- 10 Cooking Levels per zone
- Front Slide & Touch Control
- Black Frameless Glass
- Automatic pan recognition
- Automatic shut-off
- Time Function
- Booster Function
- Key Lock

**Technical Features**
- Total Electric Consumption: 8.3 kW
- WxDxH Dimensions: 900 x 510 x 50 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 860 x 490 mm
- Weight: 16 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**HII64500FHT1**
60cm IndyFlex™ Induction Cooktop

**Main Features**
- Electric Cooktop Type – Induction
- Cooktop Width 60cm
- 4 Induction cooking zones including 1 FlexiZone
- 19 Cooking Levels per zone
- Front Slide & Touch Control
- Black Frameless Glass
- Automatic pan recognition
- Automatic shut-off
- Timer Function
- Stop & Go Function
- Booster Function
- Key Lock

**Technical Features**
- Total Electric Consumption: 7.2 kW
- WxDxH Dimensions: 582 x 512 x 55 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 560 x 490 mm
- Weight: 10.6 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**HII64400ATN**
60cm Induction Cooktop

**Main Features**
- Electric Cooktop Type – Induction
- Cooktop Width 60cm
- 4 Induction cooking zones
- 9 Cooking Levels per zone
- Front Slim Touch Control
- Black Frameless Glass
- Automatic pan recognition
- Automatic Shut Off
- Timer Function
- Booster Function
- Key Lock

**Technical Features**
- Total Electric Consumption: 7.2 kW
- WxDxH Dimensions: 582 x 512 x 55 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 560 x 490 mm
- Weight: 11 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
GAS COOKTOPS (90CM - 60CM)

**BCT90GG**
90cm Black Glass Gas Cooktop

- **Main Features**
  - Gas Cooktop
  - Cooktop Width 90cm
  - 4 x Standard Burners, 1 x Wok Burner
  - Variable Cooking Levels
  - Front Knob Controls
  - Black Frameless Glass
  - Natural Gas, LPG by Conversion Kit included
  - Integrated Electronic Ignition
  - Flame Failure Device

- **Technical Features**
  - Total Gas Power: 43 Mj/h
  - Wok Power: 14.4 Mj/h
  - WxDxH Dimensions: 895 x 524 x 106 mm
  - WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 860 x 490 mm
  - Weight: 17.3 kg
  - 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BCT90GX**
90cm Stainless Steel Gas Cooktop

- **Main Features**
  - Gas Cooktop
  - Cooktop Width 90cm
  - 4 x Standard Burners, 1 x Wok Burner
  - Variable Cooking Levels
  - Front Knob Controls
  - Stainless Steel construction
  - Natural Gas, LPG by Conversion Kit included
  - Integrated Electronic Ignition
  - Flame Failure Device

- **Technical Features**
  - Total Gas Power: 43 Mj/h
  - Wok Power: 14.4 Mj/h
  - WxDxH Dimensions: 910 x 510 x 95 mm
  - WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 860 x 490 mm
  - Weight: 17.3 kg
  - 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BCT75GX**
75cm Stainless Steel Gas Cooktop

- **Main Features**
  - Gas Cooktop
  - Cooktop Width 75cm
  - 4 x Standard Burners, 1 x Wok Burner
  - Variable Cooking Levels
  - Front Knob Controls
  - Stainless Steel construction
  - Natural Gas, LPG by Conversion Kit included
  - Integrated Electronic Ignition
  - Flame Failure Device

- **Technical Features**
  - Total Gas Power: 49.1 Mj/h
  - Wok Power: 19.0 Mj/h
  - WxDxH Dimensions: 750 x 510 x 46 mm
  - WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 660 x 480–490 mm
  - Weight: 14 kg
  - 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BCT60GX**
60cm Stainless Steel Gas Cooktop

- **Main Features**
  - Gas Cooktop
  - Cooktop Width 60cm
  - 3 x Standard Burners, 1 x Wok Burner
  - Variable Cooking Levels
  - Front Knob Controls
  - Stainless Steel construction
  - Natural Gas, LPG by Conversion Kit included
  - Integrated Electronic Ignition
  - Flame Failure Device

- **Technical Features**
  - Total Gas Power: 37.1 Mj/h
  - Wok Power: 19.0 Mj/h
  - WxDxH Dimensions: 580 x 510 x 46 mm
  - WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 560 x 480–490 mm
  - Weight: 11.5 kg
  - 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
**ELECTRIC COOKTOPS: VITROCERAMIC (90CM - 60CM)**

**HIC95600T1**
90cm Vitroceramic 5 Zone Cooktop

- **Main Features**
  - Electric Cooktop Type – Vitroceramic
  - Cooktop Width 90cm
  - 5 Vitroceramic cooking zones
  - 1 Flexible cooking zone
  - 9 Cooking Levels per zone
  - Front Slide & Touch Control
  - Black Frameless Glass
  - Booster Function
  - Timer Function
  - Key Lock

- **Technical Features**
  - Total Electric Consumption: 8.7 kW
  - WxDxH Dimensions: 900 x 510 x 45 mm
  - WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 803 x 470 mm
  - Weight: 13.05 kg
  - 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**HIC74502T1**
70cm Vitroceramic 4 Zone Cooktop

- **Main Features**
  - Electric Cooktop Type – Vitroceramic
  - Cooktop Width 70cm
  - 4 Vitroceramic cooking zones
  - 1 Flexible cooking zone
  - 19 Cooking Levels per zone
  - Front Slide & Touch Control
  - Black Frameless Glass
  - Automatic shut-off
  - Booster Function
  - Stop & Go Function
  - Timer Function
  - Key Lock

- **Technical Features**
  - Total Electric Consumption: 6.7 kW
  - WxDxH Dimensions: 680 x 510 x 55 mm
  - WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 560 x 490 mm
  - Weight: 8.5 kg
  - 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**HIC64502T1**
60cm Vitroceramic 4 Zone Cooktop

- **Main Features**
  - Electric Cooktop Type – Vitroceramic
  - Cooktop Width 60cm
  - 4 Vitroceramic cooking zones
  - 1 Flexible cooking zone
  - 19 Cooking Levels per zone
  - Front Slide & Touch Control
  - Black Frameless Glass
  - Automatic shut-off
  - Booster Function
  - Stop & Go Function
  - Timer Function
  - Key Lock

- **Technical Features**
  - Total Electric Consumption: 6.7 kW
  - WxDxH Dimensions: 580 x 510 x 55 mm
  - WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 560 x 490 mm
  - Weight: 11 kg
  - 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
ELECTRIC COOKTOPS: VITROCERAMIC + SOLID HOTPLATE (60CM – 30CM)

HIC641051
60cm Vitroceramic 4 Zone Cooktop

Main Features
- Electric Cooktop Type – Vitroceramic
- Cooktop Width 60cm
- 4 Vitroceramic cooking zones
- 1 Flexible cooking zone
- 6 Cooking Levels per zone
- Side Control Knobs
- Black Frameless Glass

Technical Features
- Total Electric Consumption: 5.9 kW
- WxDxH Dimensions: 580 x 510 x 71 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 560 x 490 mm
- Weight: 7.3 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

HDMC32400TX1
30cm Vitroceramic 2 Zone Cooktop

Main Features
- Electric Cooktop Type – Vitroceramic
- Cooktop Width 30cm
- 2 Vitroceramic cooking zones
- 9 Cooking Levels per zone
- Front Touch Control
- Stainless Steel Framed Glass
- Automatic shut-off
- Timer Function
- Key Lock

Technical Features
- Total Electric Consumption: 3.2 kW
- WxDxH Dimensions: 280 x 510 x 75 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 268 x 490 mm
- Weight: 4.2 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

HIZE64102X
60cm Electric Solid Cooktop

Main Features
- Electric Cooktop Type – Electric Solid Hotplate
- Cooktop Width 60cm
- 2 rapid and 2 standard solid elements
- 6 Cooking Levels per zone
- Side Control Knobs
- Stainless Steel

Technical Features
- Total Electric Consumption: 6.0 kW
- WxDxH Dimensions: 580 x 510 x 98 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 560 x 490 mm
- Weight: 9.6 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
H O O D S: W A L L M O U N T E D ( 9 0 C M - 6 0 C M )

**HCB91845BX**
90cm T-Shape Stainless Steel Rangehood

**Main Features**
- Wall Mounted – T-Shape Hood
- 90cm Hood Width
- Touch Control
- 3 + Booster Power Levels
- Air Extraction: 800 m³/h
- Noise Level: 65 dBA
- 2 x 4W LED Lights
- Filter Type: Metal – Casette
- 3x Dishwasher Safe Filters
- Remote Control for Hood
- Recirculated or Ducted Operation
- Auto Shutdown
- Filter Cleaning Indicator

**Technical Features**
- Total Power Consumption: 250 W
- WxDxH Dimensions: 900 x 380 x 500 mm
- Weight: 14.7 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BRH90CX**
90cm Stainless Steel Slim Pyramid Rangehood

**Main Features**
- Wall Mounted – Slim Pyramid
- 90cm Hood Width
- Soft Touch Button Control
- 3 + Booster Power Levels
- Air Extraction: 700 m³/h
- Noise Level: 75 dBA
- 2 x 2W LED Lights
- Filter Type: Metal – Baffle
- 2x Dishwasher Safe Filters
- Recirculated or Ducted Operation
- Auto Shutdown
- Filter Cleaning Indicator

**Technical Features**
- Total Power Consumption: 244 W
- WxDxH Dimensions: 900 x 500 x 710 to 1150 mm
- Weight: 15.9 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

**BRH60CX**
60cm Stainless Steel Slim Pyramid Rangehood

**Main Features**
- Wall Mounted – Slim Pyramid
- 60cm Hood Width
- Soft Touch Button Control
- 3 + Booster Power Levels
- Air Extraction: 700 m³/h
- Noise Level: 75 dBA
- 2 x 2W LED Lights
- Filter Type: Metal – Baffle
- 2x Dishwasher Safe Filters
- Recirculated or Ducted Operation
- Auto Shutdown
- Filter Cleaning Indicator

**Technical Features**
- Total Power Consumption: 244 W
- WxDxH Dimensions: 600 x 500 x 710 to 1150 mm
- Weight: 14.6 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
BRH90TW
90cm Stainless Steel Telescopic Rangehood

Main Features
- Telescopic Hood
- 90cm Hood Width
- Slider Switch Control
- 3 Power Levels
- Air Extraction: 430 m³/h
- Noise Level: 69 dBA
- 2 x 3W LED Lights
- Filter Type: Metal – Cassette
- 2x Washable Filters
- Recirculated or Ducted Operation
- Filter Replacements sold separately

Technical Features
- Total Power Consumption: 111 W
- WxDxH Dimensions: 900 x 306 x 230 mm
- WxDxH Cut Out Dimensions: 850 x 280 x 135 mm
- Weight: 8.9 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

BRH60TW
60cm Stainless Steel Telescopic Rangehood

Main Features
- Telescopic Hood
- 60cm Hood Width
- Slider Switch Control
- 3 Power Levels
- Air Extraction: 430 m³/h
- Noise Level: 69 dBA
- 2 x 3W LED Lights
- Filter Type: Metal – Cassette
- 2x Washable Filters
- Recirculated or Ducted Operation
- Filter Replacements sold separately

Technical Features
- Total Power Consumption: 111 W
- WxDxH Dimensions: 600 x 306 x 230 mm
- WxDxH Cut Out Dimensions: 550 x 280 x 135 mm
- Weight: 7.0 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
BRH90UX
90cm Stainless Steel Undermount Rangehood

Main Features
- Undermount Hood
- 90cm Hood Width
- Push Button Control
- 3 Power Levels
- Air Extraction: 820 m3/h
- Noise Level: 73 dBA
- 2 x 2W LED Lights
- Filter Type: Metal – Casette
- 1x Washable Filter
- Optional Recirculated Operation
- Filter Replacements sold separately

Technical Features
- Total Power Consumption: 274 W
- WxDxH Dimensions: 900 x 296 x 254 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 865 x 265 mm
- Weight: 9.8 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

BRH70UX
70cm Stainless Steel Undermount Rangehood

Main Features
- Undermount Hood
- 70cm Hood Width
- Push Button Control
- 3 Power Levels
- Air Extraction: 650 m3/h
- Noise Level: 70 dBA
- 2 x 2W LED Lights
- Filter Type: Metal – Casette
- 1x Washable Filter
- Optional Recirculated Operation
- Filter Replacements sold separately

Technical Features
- Total Power Consumption: 194 W
- WxDxH Dimensions: 700 x 296 x 254 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 665 x 265 mm
- Weight: 7.3 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration

BRH52UX
52cm Stainless Steel Undermount Rangehood

Main Features
- Undermount Hood
- 52cm Hood Width
- Push Button Control
- 3 Power Levels
- Air Extraction: 600 m3/h
- Noise Level: 70 dBA
- 2 x 2W LED Lights
- Filter Type: Metal – Casette
- 1x Washable Filter
- Optional Recirculated Operation
- Filter Replacements sold separately

Technical Features
- Total Power Consumption: 194 W
- WxDxH Dimensions: 520 x 296 x 254 mm
- WxD Cut Out Dimensions: 490 x 265 mm
- Weight: 6.4 kg
- 2 Years Manufacturers Warranty + Additional 3 Years via Registration
Each new appliance comes with a 2 year manufacturer’s warranty from the date of purchase. You simply need to register within 90 days of purchase and Beko will extend the manufacturer’s warranty to 5 years, free of charge. If you do not register, your manufacturer’s warranty will be 2 years from the date of purchase.

This warranty only applies to new Appliances, purchased and used in Australia or New Zealand and is in addition to (and does not exclude, restrict or modify in any way) other rights and remedies under a law to which the Appliances relate, including any non-excludable statutory guarantees in Australia and New Zealand.

*1. You must purchase eligible Beko models from 01/01/2018 – ongoing.

2. Eligible products include all new, A-Prime Beko Home Appliances.

3. You must complete the registration form within 90 days of purchase date via beko.com.au or beko.co.nz
We recommend you register new Beko appliance with us. Every new Beko appliance comes with a standard 2 year manufacturer’s warranty from the date of purchase. If you wish to extend the standard 2 year manufacturer’s warranty to 5 years, you simply need to register your appliance within 90 days of purchase. Your standard 2 year manufacturer’s warranty will then be extended to 5 years, free of charge. Registration also allows us to contact you in the event of an important product update or service repairs.
We are the Official partner of the everyday

As a partner of the everyday, we believe in providing our customers with meaningful solutions in all aspects of their everyday life.

Through its range of affordable European appliances Beko has continued to be the fastest growing white goods brand in Europe between 2000–2016.

A member of the Arcelik Group, we employ over 30,000 employees worldwide, have 18 factories and 440 million satisfied customers in over 130 countries.